In this paper we investigate analytic properties of sextet polynomials of hexagonal systems. For the pyrene chains, we show that zeros of the sextet polynomials P n (x) are real, located in the open interval (−3−2 √ 2, −3+2 √ 2) and dense in the corresponding closed interval. We also show that coefficients of P n (x) are symmetric, unimodal, log-concave, and asymptotically normal. For general hexagonal systems, we show that real zeros of all sextet polynomials are dense in the interval (−∞, 0], and conjecture that every sextet polynomial has log-concave coefficients.
Introduction
A benzenoid system or hexagonal system is a finite connected plane graph without cut vertices in which every interior face is bounded by a regular hexagon of side length 1. Topological properties of hexagonal systems is quite important in various quantum mechanical models of the electronic structure of benzenoid hydrocarbons, especially in resonance theory, Hückel molecular orbital theory, Clar's aromatic sextet theory and the theory of conjugated circuits [13, 14] . In order to develop a general algebraic relation between the application of resonance theory and hexagonal systems, Hosoya and Yamaguchi [18] introduced the concept of the sextet polynomial, which is the first genuine mathematical object in the aromatic sextet theory, and demonstrated various resonance-theoretical approaches can be unified by means of sextet polynomial.
Let H be a hexagonal system with at least one Kekulé structure (or perfect matching in graph theory). A Clar cover of H is a spanning subgraph of H each (connected) component of which is either a hexagon or an edge. A resonant pattern of H is a set of hexagons of a Clar cover of H. The where s(H, k) denotes the number of resonant patterns of H having precisely k hexagons and s(H, 0) = 1.
A hexagonal system H is cata-condensed if no three hexagons of H have a common vertex, and peri-condensed otherwise. A cata-condensed hexagonal system H is said to be non-branched if every hexagon of H has at most two neighbours. In Figure 1 , the triphenylene T is cata-condensed, the picene P is non-branched, and the coronene C is peri-condensed. We say that a hexagonal system H is thin if H has no coronene C as its nice subgraph (a subgraph C of H is called nice if either H − C has a perfect matching or H − C is empty). Gutman [11] showed that the sextet polynomial of a non-branched catacondensed hexagonal system is precisely the matching polynomial of the corresponding Gutman tree. He [12] also showed that the sextet polynomial of a resonant hexagonal system coincides with the independence polynomial of the corresponding Clar graph. Analytic properties of the matching and independence polynomials of graphs have been extensively investigated. For example, Gutman and Godsil [10] showed that zeros of the matching polynomial of a graph are all real. Godsil [9] showed that the matching numbers of many graph sequences are approximately normally distributed. Chudnovsky and Seymour [7] showed that the independence polynomial of a clawfree graph has only real zeros, Brown et al. [6] showed that real zeros of independence polynomials are dense in (−∞, 0], while complex zeros are dense in C. For the sextet polynomials of hexagonal systems, Gutman [13] asked for which hexagonal systems the sextet polynomials have only real zeros. Such zeros can be used for the calculation of the resonance energy and the aromaticity of hexagonal systems [1] . Gutman [13, Conjecture 44 ] also conjectured that every sextet polynomial has unimodal coefficients. However, there is no systematic study of analytic properties of the sextet polynomials.
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As a tentative research, we consider the sextet polynomials P n (x) of the pyrene chains P n (see Figure 2 ). . . . 1 2 n Figure 2 : The pyrene chain P n Define P 0 (x) = 1 for convenience. Then
(see [20] for instance). The paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we show that zeros of all P n (x) are real, located in the open interval (−3 − 2 √ 2, −3 + 2 √ 2) and dense in the corresponding closed interval. We also show that coefficients of P n (x) are symmetric, unimodal, log-concave, and asymptotically normal (by central and local limit theorems). In §3, we provide more examples of hexagonal systems whose sextet polynomials have only real zeros. We show that real zeros of sextet polynomials of hexagonal systems are dense in the interval (−∞, 0]. In the final section we suggest several open problems for further work. In particular, we conjecture that the sextet polynomial of a hexagonal system has log-concave coefficients.
Throughout this paper, all terms used but not defined can be found in [14] .
Sextet polynomials of the pyrene chains
In this section we devote to analytic aspects of the sextet polynomials P n (x) of the pyrene chain P n .
Note first that P n are resonant hexagonal systems. Hence the sextet polynomials P n (x) are precisely the independence polynomial of the corresponding Clar graph (see Figure 3 ).
. . . (see [17, Theorem 3.9] for instance). It immediately follows that P n (x) = (x 2 + 4x + 1)P n−1 (x) − x 2 P n−2 (x) (2.1) (see also [20, 23] ).
The following properties of P n (x) are immediate from the recurrence relation (2.1).
(ii) P n (−1) = (n + 1)(−1) n .
(iii) (x 2 + 4x + 1)|P 2n+1 (x) for n ≥ 0.
Further we may obtain various formulas of P n (x) from the recurrence relation (2.1).
are two roots of the characteristic equation λ 2 −(x 2 + 4x+ 1)λ + x 2 = 0.
(iii) The sextet polynomials P n (x) can be written as
The sextet polynomials P n (x) have the explicit expression
In other words,
Proof. The generating function (2.2) and the Binet form (2.3) of P n (x) can be obtained from the recurrence relation (2.1) by standard combinatorial techniques (see [24] for instance). The formula (2.5) can be obtained from the recurrence relation (2.1) by induction on n, and the expression (2.6) follows immediately from (2.5). 
where ⌊r⌋ denotes the largest integer no greater than the real number r.
Theorem 2.4. Zeros of the sextet polynomial P n (x) are real, distinct and in the open interval −(
Proof. Note that
Hence by (2.4),
(see [2] for instance). Also, µ 1 + µ 2 = x + 1 and µ 1 µ 2 = −x. Hence by (2.8), (2.10)
Thus all zeros of P n (x) are −r 1 , . . . , −r n , −1/r 1 , . . . , −1/r n . Clearly, cos kπ 2n+2 is strictly decreasing for 0 ≤ k ≤ n + 1 and the function
Also, r 0 = ( √ 2 + 1) 2 and r n+1 = 1. Hence for 1 ≤ k ≤ n, all r k are distinct and 1 < r k < ( √ 2 + 1) 2 . It follows that all 1/r k are also distinct and (
Zeros of P n (x) are therefore distinct real numbers in Remark 2.5. From the explicit expression (2.10) it is easy to see that zeros of all P n (x) are dense in the closed interval −(
It is worth noting that D n (x) are the Delannoy polynomials (see [22] for instance). In what follows we pay our attention to coefficients s(P n , k) of the sextet polynomials P n (x).
Let a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n be a finite sequence of nonnegative numbers. We say that the sequence is symmetric if a k = a n−k for 0 ≤ k ≤ n. We say that the sequence is log-concave if a k−1 a k+1 ≤ a 2 k for 0 < k < n, and unimodal if a 0 ≤ a 1 ≤ · · · ≤ a m ≥ a m+1 ≥ · · · ≥ a n for some m. Clearly, a log-concave sequence of positive numbers is unimodal. A classical approach for attacking the unimodality and log-concavity problem is to use the following.
Newton Inequality. Suppose that the real polynomial f (x) = n k=0 a k x k has only real zeros. Then
If all a k 's are nonnegative, then the sequence a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a n of coefficients is log-concave and unimodal.
For convenience, we say that a polynomial is symmetric (resp., unimodal, log-concave) if the sequence of its coefficients has such a property. Let f (x) be a polynomial of degree n with nonzero constant term. It is claer that f (x) is symmetric if and only if x n f (1/x) = f (x).
Theorem 2.8. The sextet polynomial P n (x) has symmetric, unimodal and log-concave coefficients.
Proof. The symmetry is easily obtained from (2.7) or (2.9). The unimodality and log-concavity follows immediately from the Newton inequality.
Let a(n, k) be a double-indexed sequence of nonnegative numbers and let p(n, k) = a(n, k) j a(n, j) denote the normalized probabilities. Following Bender [3] , we say that the sequence a(n, k) is asymptotically normal by a central limit theorem, if lim n→∞ sup x∈R k≤µn+xσn
where µ n and σ 2 n are the mean and variance of a(n, k), respectively. We say that a(n, k) is asymptotically normal by a local limit theorem on R if lim n→∞ sup x∈R σ n p(n, ⌊µ n + xσ n ⌋) − 1 √ 2π e −x 2 /2 = 0.
(2. 15) In this case,
where k = µ n + xσ n and x = O(1). Clearly, the validity of (2.15) implies that of (2.14). Many well-known combinatorial sequences enjoy central and local limit theorems. For example, the matching numbers of many graph sequences are approximately normally distributed [9] . A standard approach to demonstrating asymptotic normality is the following criterion. Then if σ 2 n → +∞, the numbers a(n, k) are asymptotically normal (by central and local limit theorems) with the mean µ n and variance σ 2 n . Theorem 2.10. The resonant sextet numbers s(P n , k) are asymptotically normal (by central and local limit theorems) with the mean µ n = n and variance σ 2 n ∼ √ 2n/4.
Proof. The mean µ n = n is clear by the symmetry of s(P n , k) = s(P n , 2n−k). On the other hand, since
we have by (2.9) σ 2 n = 2 n k=1 cos kπ 2n+2 + 1 + cos 2 kπ Note that
Hence σ 2 n = 2 Thus σ 2 n → n π π/2
The statement follows from Lemma 2.9.
Sextet polynomials with only real zeros
In this section we present more examples of hexagonal systems whose sextet polynomials have only real zeros. We call r a sextet zero if r is one zero of the sextet polynomial of a hexagonal system. We will show that real sextet zeros are dense in the interval (−∞, 0].
Let f (x) be a real polynomial with only real zeros and deg f = n. Denote its zeros by r n (f ) ≤ · · · ≤ r 2 (f ) ≤ r 1 (f ). Given two real polynomials f and g with only real zeros, we say that g interlaces f , denoted by g f , if deg f = deg g + 1 and r n (f ) ≤ r n−1 (g) ≤ r n−1 (f ) ≤ · · · ≤ r 2 (f ) ≤ r 1 (g) ≤ r 1 (f ), or deg f = deg g and r n (g) ≤ r n (f ) ≤ r n−1 (g) ≤ r n−1 (f ) ≤ · · · ≤ r 2 (f ) ≤ r 1 (g) ≤ r 1 (f ).
where F, f, a, b j , g j are real polynomials. Suppose that (i) f, g j have only real zeros and g j f for each j;
(ii) g 1 , . . . , g k and F have positive leading coefficients;
If b j (r) ≤ 0 for each j whenever f (r) = 0, then F has only real zeros and f F . The following corollary is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.1. . . . Figure 4 . Let U n (x) and V n (x) be the sextet polynomials corresponding to U n and V n . Then
(see [21] for instance). Thus all U n (x) and V n (x) have only real zeros by Corollary 3.2.
. . . be the hexagonal chains shown as in Figure 6 and let L (m) n (x) be the corresponding sextet polynomials. By distinguishing two cases whether the hexagon h is an aromatic sextet, we obtain
with L (m) 0 (x) = 1 and L (m) 1 (x) = (m − 1)x + 1 (see also [15] ). It follows that L n (x). We need the following lemma.
Let (f n (x)) n≥0 be a sequence of complex polynomials. We say that the complex number x is a limit of zeros of the sequence (f n (x)) n≥0 if there is a sequence (z n ) n≥0 such that f n (z n ) = 0 and z n → x as n → +∞. Suppose now that (f n (x)) n≥0 is a sequence of polynomials satisfying the recursion
where c j (x) are polynomials in x. Let λ j (x) be all zeros of the associated characteristic equation λ k + k j=1 c j (x)λ k−j = 0. It is well known that if λ j (x) are distinct, then
where α j (x) are determined from the initial conditions. Lemma 3.6 ( [4, Theorem] ). Under the non-degeneracy requirements that in (3.3) no α j (x) is identically zero and that for no pair i = j is λ i (x) ≡ ωλ j (x) for some ω ∈ C of unit modulus, then x is a limit of zeros of (f n (x)) n≥0 if and only if either (i) two or more of the λ i (x) are of equal modulus, and strictly greater (in modulus) than the others; or (ii) for some j, λ j (x) has modulus strictly greater than all the other λ i (x) have, and α j (x) = 0.
Example 3.7. Recall that the sextet polynomials of the pyrene chains
We apply Lemma 3.6 to show that each x ∈ −( √ 2 + 1) 2 , −( √ 2 − 1) 2 is a limit of zeros of the sequence (P n (x)) n≥0 .
The non-degeneracy conditions of Lemma 3.6 are clearly satisfied. So the limits of zeros of (P n (x)) n≥0 are those x for which |λ 1 | = |λ 2 |, i.e.,
In other words, √ x 2 + 6x + 1 must be a pure imaginary or zero. Thus
which is what we wanted to show. As a result, zeros of all P n (x) are dense in −( 
It follows from Lemma 3.6 that x is a limits of zeros of (L 
Similarly, x is a limit of zeros of L Note that L (m) n are non-branched cata-condensed hexagonal systems, which imply that L (m) n (x) are the matching polynomials of the corresponding Gutman trees. Hence the following folklore result is immediate. Proposition 3.9. Zeros of the matching polynomials of graphs are dense in (−∞, 0].
Further work
The sextet polynomial of a hexagonal system may have non-real zeros. For example, the sextet polynomial of the triphenylene T is σ(T, x) = x 3 + 3x 2 + 4x + 1, whose three zeros are x 1 ≈ −0.32, x 2,3 ≈ −1.34 ± 1.16i.
By checking all hexagonal systems with at most 5 hexagons, we found that every sextet polynomial has a real sextet zero in the interval [−1, 0) and all zeros in the left-half plane. It is possible that all sextet polynomials have such properties. Gutman [13] conjectured that every sextet polynomial has unimodal coefficients. We propose the following stronger conjecture.
Conjecture 4.1. The sextet polynomial of a hexagonal system has logconcave coefficients.
In 1996, H. Zhang and F. Zhang [26] introduced the concept of Clar covering polynomial χ(H, x) of a hexagonal system H:
where c(H, k) denote the number of Clar covers of H having precisely k hexagons. They [27] showed that the coefficients of the first half terms with higher degrees in a Clar covering polynomial form a strictly decreasing sequence, and further proposed the following unimodal conjecture. Numerical results suggest the following log-concave conjecture.
Conjecture 4.3. The Clar covering polynomial of a hexagonal system has log-concave coefficients.
